In the wake of that “tsunami” are neighborhoods marred by dilapidated ﬁretraps attracting
vagrants, prostitution and drug activity. Overgrown yards become neighborhood dumps. Boards
cover up broken windows and doors. Vandals strip houses for siding, copper wiring and plumbing.
Many of the 6,108 houses are quite literally falling apart.
“What it does is it devaluates the whole area,” said Anjanette Frye, president of the Dayton Area
Board of Realtors. “People don’t want to buy in that area. They don’t want to buy on that street. And
you certainly don’t want to buy next to that property.”
Neighborhoods are not the only losers. The Daily News investigation found unpaid property taxes
on the abandoned properties totaled more than $46 million — money that should be going to
schools, libraries, parks and human services. The abandoned properties are valued at nearly $176
million, but have an average value of only $28,733.
A full 1,217 of them are worth less than the overdue property taxes.
All the properties on the abandoned list, compiled by Montgomery County Auditor Karl Keith in
December, have at least two years of tax delinquencies. They all have assessments for nuisances
and the water service has been shut off.
“I think it was initially thought to be a city of Dayton problem, but now it’s growing out to a lot of
the suburban neighborhoods,” Keith said. “The amount of abandonment and vacant housing
throughout the county is dragging down property values.”
‘Unﬁt for human habitation’
In all, 22 local jurisdictions have abandoned property on the county list with the bulk — 5,291 — in
Dayton. Trotwood ranks second with 340 and Harrison Twp. is third, with 180.
Abandoned properties, though, are a visible presence throughout the county, including in
Kettering, which has 22 properties on the county’s list.
At 1309 Willowdale Ave. in Kettering, a bright orange city-posted sign declares the house, shrouded
from street view by overgrown foliage, unﬁt for human habitation.
The house is owned by Donald L. Evans, who no longer lives there and couldn’t be reached for
comment. Wells Fargo Financial ﬁled for foreclosure on the house in January 2010 but failed to bid
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Loan servicers, whose names are often not a public record, sometimes manage foreclosures. The
foreclosure plaintiffs, often major banks, say they are simply trustees for the securities investors.
They say they have no control over the servicers’ decision to delay a foreclosure action —
sometimes for years — and to allow the properties to decline, even though it hurts the value of the
mortgage security investment.
“There are multiple players and there is the ability to basically sit and look at each other and say,
‘It’s not me, it’s you,’” said Stephen D. Naas, president of CountyCorp. “What we’ve found is the
servicers have no motivation to move the property, because they are being paid by the lender.”
Gaps in the county’s databases make it impossible to determine exactly how many of the
properties are in foreclosure, but at least 30 percent have been in foreclosure since 2000 or gone to
sheriff’s foreclosure sale since 2005.
Nearly 61 percent of the 1,371 properties that county records show have gone to sheriff’s
foreclosure sale did not sell, most because the sale was canceled, vacated or the plaintiff failed to
bid.
Spokespersons for Deustche Bank National Trust Co., Wells Fargo and US Bancorp argued that they
often are not the decision-makers in foreclosures, even though as trustees they must appear on
foreclosure documents as plaintiffs.
“As trustee, DBNTC is not involved in the decision to bring or pursue foreclosures,” said Deustche
spokesman Duncan King. “As trustee, DBNTC does not hire or compensate the loan servicer, nor
does it have any role in or authority over the actions the servicer takes in the foreclosure process.”
That answer doesn’t sit well with State Rep. Dennis Murray, D-Sandusky, who sponsored a bill now
stuck in committee that set deadlines forcing plaintiffs to complete foreclosures or turn over the
property to counties and land banks for redevelopment.
“Of course they’re going to deny any complicity or culpability or ability to affect the process,”
Sandusky said. “They do have the ability to move directly to the entity that holds the note, and in
many instances these banks are trustees because they are the ones who originated the note.”
Michael Van Buskirk, president of the Ohio Bankers League, said his group supports Sandusky’s bill
because it would speed up the foreclosure process, thereby leaving properties in better condition.
He said lenders are not the bad guys — at least not the ones who act honestly — but in deciding
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whether to take possession of a foreclosed home they have an obligation to protect their mortgage
security investors.
“In this crazy market we’ve had, and particularly if the home was vandalized, it will cost you more to
take possession than it would to just simply walk away from it,” said Van Buskirk. “If you want to get
back to a normal market where interest rates are affordable, you have to minimize the losses for
the legitimate players.”
Don Huber of Huber Real Estate, whose family made its fortune building homes in Huber Heights
and other communities, said lenders have contributed to the problem of abandoned properties
through an aggressive foreclosure strategy that scared away homeowners and allowed the homes
to decline in value while they languished in foreclosure.
“It’s a whole corrupt deal in that everybody is coming out much poorer,” Huber said. “The house is
destroyed. The community is destroyed. The people are being kicked out and nobody’s making any
money off it. Banks would be much better off if they renegotiated the loan.”
Maintenance a drain
Communities say dealing with the glut of abandoned properties is hitting their budgets at the
same time they’re facing federal, state and local funding cuts.
Last year alone, Dayton spent $1.3 million mowing and nearly $92,000 boarding nuisance and
abandoned property, very little of which is likely to be repaid by the property owners, said Tom
Biedenharn, city spokesman.
Vacant structures also have a tendency to catch ﬁre; last year, those ﬁres cost $1.5 million in
structure losses, Biedenharn said.
Residents like La’Ron Harrison have to live with the blight of abandoned properties every day.
Harrison’s Dayton home is sandwiched between two of those properties: a 137 Marathon Ave.
house owned by Hudson Rentals LLC of Dayton and a 145-147 Marathon Ave., double owned by
Montel Properties Inc. of Florida.
The roof on the green- and-white double is collapsing and the place is infested with cats and
rodents.
Neighbors say they don’t allow children to play near the structure because of its unstable condition.
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Grissom still owes more than $15,000 in property taxes and assessments. She is applying for a
$25,000 Ohio’s Restoring Stability Funds grant to help with taxes and mortgage.
“This is a second chance and I’m going to do everything I can to keep it,” she said.
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